
complications; put in place underpinning
programmes to facilitate the NHS to deliver
better quality services; and establish
outcome measures against which local
health communities can measure progress.
In the turbulent modern NHS, COPD

provides a real test case for government
policy on long-term conditions — a
common disease, distressed and neglected
patients, and potential for savings through
avoiding admissions. COPD is the fourth
leading cause of death worldwide and set to
rise,25 but we now have the evidence as to
how to combat this global problem. Early
diagnosis and active management can
make real differences to the millions
suffering to breathe.
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Obesity and the overworked GP
Almost the whole world has a problem —
and for the UK, it is worse than most. The
World Health Organisation has described
obesity as one of the most blatantly visible,
yet most neglected, public health problems
threatening both developed and developing
countries.1 The prevalence of obesity in
England almost tripled between 1980 and
1998, from 8% of women and 6% of men,
to 21% of women and 17% of men.2 Today,
59% of women, and 67% of UK men are
overweight or obese, and the UK has one of
the fastest growing rates of obesity in the
world.3 The close correlation between
increasing weight and incidence of
diabetes, hypertension, dyslipidaemia and
cardiovascular disease (CVD) contributes to
the estimated annual cost of obesity to the
NHS of over £500 million, and the annual

cost to the wider economy of £2 billion.2

It is imperative that we target high-risk
patients for primary CVD prevention if long-
term costs — and spiralling morbidity —
are to be limited. It is equally essential to
manage cardiovascular risk factors in
patients with diabetes aggressively from an
early stage, if we are to limit the long-term
morbidity of the fastest-growing condition
in the UK.
In terms of body mass index (BMI), a BMI

above 25 is generally considered as
overweight, and over 30 as obese. However,
in recent years there has been a move
towards considering lower thresholds of BMI
for overweight and obesity for South Asians,
because of their higher prevalence of
obesity-related complications at lower BMI.
Studies such as the INTERHEART study4

have emphasised the closer correlation
between cardiometabolic risk and
abdominal obesity (the definition of which is
also subject to debate, but which is ascribed
in the International Diabetes Federation (IDF)
definition of metabolic syndrome as
abdominal circumference >94 cm in
Europoid men and >80 cm in Europoid
women) rather than BMI.5

Of course, the obesity register can be put
to good clinical use. The JBS2 guidance6

recommends that all patients over 40 years
be assessed opportunistically for CVD risk.
This is a daunting prospect, and simply
unachievable in the short term. But do it we
must — 40% of patients who suffer a CVD
event have, at present, no indication that
they are at high risk until they suffer sudden
death from a myocardial infarction; 50% of
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patients with diabetes already have
evidence of cardiovascular complications
by the time they are diagnosed; and 75% of
patients with diabetes will suffer their first
cardiovascular complication while still of
working age.3

Unfortunately, the Quality and Outcome
Framework (QOF) targets obesity as
measured by BMI, rather than abdominal
circumference or waist:hip ratio.7 However,
for the purposes of identifying patients with
abdominal obesity, BMI is a reasonable
proxy. Abdominal obesity is an essential
prerequisite for a definition of metabolic
syndrome, as outlined by the IDF.5 With the
risk of a cardiovascular event increased
sixfold among patients with metabolic
syndrome compared to those without
(12% compared to 2.2% over a 7-year
period among 35–70 year olds),8 using the
obesity register to identify a cohort for
urgent CVD assessment would be an
effective way to target the highest risk
groups at an early stage.
There is undoubtedly a major impact on

the workload in primary care arising from the
consequences of obesity. Successful
management of obesity within primary care
would, in the longer term, significantly
reduce hospital admission rates — the costs
of which are likely to be much more directly
borne by primary care, under arrangements
for Practice Based Commissioning. GPs
(and practice nurses) are also among the
only healthcare professionals who regularly
see obese patients before they develop
complications. Elsewhere in this Journal,
Professor Scott Brown argues in detail for a
greater role for primary care in engaging the
public and tackling obesity.9

Unfortunately, the evidence for the
effectiveness of short interventions in
primary care in tackling obesity is sadly
scant. While studies such as the Diabetes
Prevention Programme have proved that
intensive lifestyle interventions can achieve
and maintain both weight loss and dramatic
(58%) reductions in the incidence of
diabetes compared to placebo over a 4-year
period, such results required enormous
human resource input.10 The human
resources of primary care are stretched to
their limits as it is, and such a commitment
to the two-thirds of patients who are
overweight, or even to the 20–25% who are
obese, is simply not realistic. They also, of
course, require education for health care
professionals — a necessity hampered by

lack of evidence as to which interventions
work and how they can be implemented.9

What of the addition of eight points within
the QOF of the GMS contract for setting up
an obesity register? It certainly offers a token
gesture commitment for identifying the
problem, but nothing for tackling it. As it
stands, then, in terms of quality of patient
care, it is not worth the paper it is written on.
In theory, a practice would have fulfilled all its
requirements for these points by weighing
and measuring all their patients, plugging
their figure into a BMI calculator and
informing the patient that they were going
onto the obesity register. ‘What does that
mean, doctor?’ ‘Ask me next year when I’m
being paid to give you advice about it.’
Of course, obesity is due not to increased

calorie intake alone, but to an imbalance
between calorie intake and energy exertion
via exercise. Here, primary care is faced with
a seemingly impossible task — to persuade
the population away from the vast array of
electronic toys and vehicles that are also
marketed so heavily by major corporations.
We live in the most ‘obesogenic’ of
environments, with increasing exposure to
cars and labour-saving devices, sedentary
leisure activities and limited access to
affordable exercise facilities.
While Professor Brown reminds us that

the government has promised £1 billion for
the implementation of the Choosing Health
public health initiative, he acknowledges
that GPs have not been provided with the
resources and information they need to
deal with the problem of obesity. In
addition, we live in a society in which the
public is bombarded with evermore
sophisticated advertising methods, the
vast majority promoting the very energy
dense ‘junk foods’, which so readily
overcome our bodies’ natural short-term
food regulation mechanisms.11

The patients can certainly be realistically
helped in primary care — but not, with
present resource investment, by reversing
their obesity alone. Primary care is already
well set up to offer medical interventions
such as identification and drug
management of diabetes and hypertension
and cholesterol reduction.12 With inpatient
care for CHD/CVD accounting for 78% of
the cost to the NHS, compared with the
17% due to the costs of medication,13

these targetted measures should prove
highly cost-effective.
In an ideal world, government and the

NHS would combine to identify an effective,
multi-pronged strategy to prevent and treat
obesity by a combination of public health
initiatives, lifestyle management, patient
education and preventive medication. Input
would start young and encompass all
aspects of life, including regulation of
advertising, subsidisation of healthy living
measures, education and ringfenced
investment in primary care. Only then can
primary care be expected realistically to
make any inroads into what may yet become
our most pressing health problem of all.
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